Evidence for a homolog of the yeast cell cycle regulatory gene product of cdc2+ in Physarum polycephalum.
Evidence for the presence of a Cdc2-like protein in Physarum polycephalum has been obtained using a peptide antibody directed against a highly conserved amino acid sequence near the N-terminal end of Cdc2, Cdc28 and Cdc2HS. The antibody detected a 34 kDa cytoplasmic protein, similar in apparent size to Cdc2 in yeast and Cdc2Hs in HeLa cells. A 60 kDa nuclear band was also detected in Physarum but not in yeast or HeLa. Evidence is presented that this is not related to the 34 kDa protein nor is it found in HeLa nuclei or yeast cells. The Cdc2-like protein level did not fluctuate over more than 10 h of the naturally synchronous cell cycle of Physarum. Several heat-shock experiments using regimens that either: delayed mitosis and S-phase; prevented mitosis or uncoupled S-phase from mitosis were performed. None had any effect on the level of the Cdc2-like protein. The induction of spherulation by starvation was shown to have no effect on the levels of the 34 kDa Cdc2 analog. The invariant level of the 34 kDa protein during the cell cycle and starvation is consistent with previous results obtained with yeast. Three heat-shock regimens which either delay mitosis, eliminate S-phase or uncouple mitosis from S-phase in Physarum also had no effect on the level of the 34 kDa protein. This result emphasizes the stable nature of this protein.